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Campus Stewardship Committee
expands operations into food, energy

Sports

Hannah Matthews becomes
first Covenant female to break
19 minutes in the 5K

$4,000,000
Covenant receives single largest gift
ever from the estate of Lowell Andreas

by Zach McElrath and Kate Harrison
After just receiving an unexpected $1 million foundation grant from an
anonymous donor, Covenant College has received another huge financial
gift—$4 million, from the estate of Lowell Andreas.
This is the single largest financial gift
Covenant has ever received at one time.
Mr. Andreas, a businessman from
Naples, FL and Mankato, MN, never set
foot on Covenant's campus or had any
family members who attended. He was
introduced to Covenant by his pastor, former Board member Jim Conrad '62. As
Andreas became more familiar with the
college and what it stood for, he decided
to become a donor.
"I think he loved what our mission and
purpose was, and loved our approach of
"Christ Preeminent in All Things," even
in things like business and philosophy,"
said Vice President for Advancement
Troy Duble. "It is amazing to look back
and see how God wove together relationships and people to create this story
and bless Covenant more than we could
imagine."
Senior administration staff are deciding how the money will be spent.
The money will likely be designated

for the BUILD campaign, with most of
it going to "bricks and mortar" projects
such as renovations of Carter Hall and
the library.
Covenant will also likely spend $1.5
million of the gift on purchasing a 33acre lot across Scenic Highway from
Scotland Yard.
"These funds will help us meet some of
the goals we have already set, especially
in this challenging economic environment," said Duble.
While Mr. Andreas was still alive,
Duble said, Covenant sought to be very
intentional about helping him see where
his money was going. Six years before his
death this past April, Andreas resolved to
give $75,000 to Covenant's Annual Fund
every spring "for the rest of his life," not
wanting to attach his donations to any
specific project. "When I die," Andreas
said, "I don't care what [Covenant] uses
this money for."

Student recycling takes a leap forward
by Sarah Dollar

Two years ago, student-led recycling
started in Founders Residence Hall.
Students would collect recyclable items
themselves and take it to a recycling center
in Chattanooga.
The pending installation of a large
recycling receptacle on campus is testament
to the growth and success of the grassroots
effort.
This year, students have organized and
worked with the administration to establish, under Student Senate’s guidance, the
Campus
Stewardship Committee (CSC).
see ANDREAS, page 2

In part, this committee is meant to handle
campus-wide recycling.
Before establishing the CSC, students
in Founders and Andreas, led by alum Kat
Kimball and junior Alex Anderson, worked
hard to prove to the administration that
students could responsibly oversee recycling.
In order to do this, students were given
strict guidelines to follow and were carefully
watched by Facilities Services. If there was
even one complaint, the administration
said, they would put a stop to recycling.

see RECYCLE, page 2

Pino Gelato serves up tasty treats at sweet prices
by Emily Chovan

Pino Gelato offers 22 flavors, spanning everything from Blueberry to Nutella.

EMILY CHOVAN

The first time I tried gelato was in
Athens, Greece while on the Break on
Impact trip last spring. I swore I’d never
forget the ribbons of dark chocolate
coursing through the rich cream, or the
cool, white droplets spilling over the
cone in my hand into the cracks between
my fingers. I savored each bite, taking
the flavors in along with the leisurely
chess matches and fast-talking salesmen of the buzzing pedestrian square of
Placa.
Returning to airy, artificial American ice cream is disheartening to anyone
who has had a similar experience as
mine. As I returned to Covenant this fall,
however, I could hardly believe it when I
saw the sign for Pino Gelato nestled near
Rock Point Books downtown. Broad

Street in downtown Chatty may be a far
cry from the cobbled walkways of Athens, but don’t let appearances dissuade
you from a genuine treat.
When you enter Pino Gelato your
eye goes directly to the colorful display
of gelato behind a glass, heaped in piles
of chocolate browns and raspberry reds,
studded with fresh fruit or chocolate
curls. You are welcomed to try a few of
their 22 flavors, spanning from Blueberry to Nutella. The price of a cup of
gelato is comparable to Coldstone or Ben
and Jerry’s: $2.50-$5.95, depending on
how many different flavors you choose.
I went for a combo of Mint Chocolate
Chip and Tiramisu. As I dipped in my

see GELATO, page 2
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Andreas a generous donor who
loved what Covenant stood for
from ANDREAS, page 1
Duble recalls conversations leading up
to Andreas' decision to become a donor.
"He would say, 'I love the Lord, I love
what you all are about, I love the stories
you tell me about your students, so I'll
give to the place.'"
While the timing and size of the gift
took everyone at Covenant by surprise,
President Niel Nielson emphasized the
place of the gift within the long history of
Mr. Andreas' generosity.
"Lowell's appreciation for and commitment to Covenant grew over fifteen years,
across administration and staff changes
and culminating in this marvelous legacy
gift from his estate," Nielson said. "We
are deeply grateful for his deep convictions about Christian education and
Covenant College education in particular,
and we rejoice that generations will enjoy
the blessing of his foresight and generosity. Lowell Andreas died this past April. His
Thanks be to God!"
estate gave Covenant a gift of $4 million.

Pino Gelato an affordable treat
from GELATO, page 1
spoon and tasted gelato once again, the
sights and sounds of Placa flooded my
memory.
Pino Gelato not only satisfies your
sweet tooth, it also serves Stone Cup
coffee and has free wireless internet
readily available, making it a welcome
atmosphere for study. If you’re in around
lunchtime, Pino has an even more
unique treat for its patrons—the pizza
cone. According to Pino’s website, the
pizza cone is an innovation in fast food,
invented in Italy and sold exclusively

by Pino Gelato. It comes in six flavors
including pepperoni and margarita.
Pino Gelato offers us a genuine taste
of Europe and a step away from predictable, American ice cream. Don’t settle
for fat-heavy, cholesterol-loaded Coldstone when you can enjoy a much tastier
ice cream without needing to put in
another hour at the gym. Check out the
real stuff at Pino Gelato at 409 Broad
Street in downtown Chattanooga. Don’t
let the price stop you either. Go to this
website and print a coupon for buy one,
get one half off—http://www.chattanoogafun.com/coupons.

Some fun gelato facts
· Invented over 200 years ago in Sicily.
· Gelato is first mixed by hand then whipped to perfection.
· Gelato is practically guilt-free—it contains no cholesterol,
less than half as much fat as regular ice cream, and has all
natural ingredients.
· Gelato is dense and packed with flavor while ice cream is
comprised of 70 percent air.
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A SIP to remember
by Zach McElrath

It’s that time of year. All seniors
come from the first 8 pages of his SIP.
seem to talk about right now are papers,
papers, papers. 14-pagers, 20-pagers,
“Computer science is a burgeoning field
MLA, Chicago, Turabian. And every
that has affected a vast range of societal
time you invite a senior to accompany
issues in a hectically short amount of time...
you on a spontaneous adventure, they
The information age, still florid and ecstatic,
dutifully play their most potent card:
is constantly opening up new possibilities
“I’ve got to work on my SIP.”
and new resources, exerting a force which
So, with the rest of us left to mop up
entrepreneurs and big companies alike
the endless stream of tears and agony
must bend before... The progression of
pouring down the Kresge stairs from
technology is a progression of understandthe library’s 2nd floor tomb of despair, it ing the natural order and, in a small way,
seems worth asking—are SIP’s really all mimicking God’s creative thrust. True,
that bad?
technology is a fickle, terrifyingly amoral
The longer you hang around Covpower that allows fewer people to do more.
enant, the more you realize just how
An A-bomb can wipe out in a moment what
different everyone’s SIP experience is.
would have once taken a Spartan horde
You’ve got your hard-working biology
ten days to demolish. One worker can
major, who is forced to finish up his 30also harvest what would have once taken
page panegyric to the glory of parasitic
an army of slaves several weeks to reap...
wasps in the fall so that it can be ruthTechnology is a progressing force that, for
lessly scrutinized by his professors in
good or for ill, cannot be stopped, but it will
the spring. You’ve got your Justin Johns, never change our fundamental condition
who as a junior directed the play Copenas humans. With this in mind, we can take
hagen as his SIP for a major he eventually up the task of ordering 0’s and 1’s with a
dropped (physics) and then as a senior
clearer conscience, while still being wary
he composed and directed the music
of the unique challenges that our lives of
for Caucasian Chalk Circle for his music
technological ease, under the turgid banner
SIP. There’s the dreaded 3-credit history of inalienable rights, present... As stewards,
SIP research seminar, followed by the
our neighbor may be our fiercest enemy,
2-credit SIP in the spring. There’s the
and no amount of exasperated debugging
community development SIP, for which
will allow us to wriggle out of our responsirising com-dev seniors are required to
bility to love them. As computer scientists,
go live in a target community for an
working in a closed system that we know we
extended period of time.
can debug with enough patience, we can
There are those who work on their
find it easy to bury ourselves in the comfortSIP’s a little bit each day, disciplining
ingly predictable, or at least the baroquely
themselves to slowly chip away at their
logical. Eventually we can get to the bottom
mountain of sources a piece at a time.
of it. But man’s heart is a deep ocean, and
There are those who barricade themwho can sound all the depths?
selves in their rooms over Spring Break
“Uncertainty. It is a word that both
and catch up on all the writing they’ve
urges and thwarts scientists, a deadly love/
been putting off. Then there are those
hate relationship. Uncertainty challenges
who wait until midnight the day before
us to pierce it, to rend it apart even as we
their SIP is due to church out the final
embrace it. Who is the man behind the cur20 pages, and then end up not graduattain, why does it rain, what powers the sun,
ing for another year and a half anyway
how is a baby born? To create order is to
(yes, this has been done).
remove, at least in part, uncertainty. Every
But just how difficult is the actual SIP 0 and 1 added to the code enlightens the
itself? Just how well written does it have
solution a little bit more, until an answer coto be? And what do people actually do
alesces and uncertainty, like a fog, is burned
for the “integration” part of their SIP’s?
away. But it is not always so simple. There
Here are some excerpt from one of
are things which will remain obscure until
the greatest SIP’s I have had the fortune we pass through the veil of death, and even
to stumble upon in my perusal of the SIP death is something we seek to eradicate in
archives at scots.covenant.edu. This par- our paranoid crusade to rid the world of
ticular individual was a Computer Scishadows.”
ence major, and thee following excerpts

Faculty Quotes of the Week:

Have a faculty quote you’d like to see published?
Email it to bagpipe@covenant.edu

“My kids are still looking for the control group.”
-Dr. Rulon in Developmental Psychology, when asked if he ever performed experiments on his kids

“I’d like to find who ever made up this term, take them to a dark alley and beat the snot out of them.”
-Dr. Jerry Wenger in Concepts of Physical Geography
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The Verdict

No... to papers.
Letters to
the editor are
welcome!
Send them by email to
bagpipe@covenant.edu, with “Letter to
the Editor” in the subject line.

GRIZ
ZLY
BEAR

Or send letters to:
The Bagpipe
Box 169, 14049 Scenic Highway
Lookout Mountain, GA 30750.
• Make letters topical and keep them under
200 words.
• Letters may be edited for clarity and
length.
• Letters should be signed with full name,
class standing, and declared major, if
applicable.

The Twilight franchise may not be a
worthy film endeavor,
but Grizzly Bear and
Victoria Lengard of
Beach House ensure
the soundtrack will be
stuck in your head for
weeks. Every vampire
romance should have
the haunting vocal harmonies of "Slow Life"
as backing music.

SLO
W
LIFE
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If you would like the Bagpipe
to run a story on something,
send your suggestion by email
to bagpipe@covenant.edu with
“Story Idea” in the subject line.
“You must be the change you
wish to see in the world.”
For advertising inquiries,
contact Zach McElrath:
ph: (602) 625-0486
bagpipe@covenant.edu

Large receptacle to be placed
behind Maclellan Hall
from RECYCLE, page 1
Students diligently followed the stipulations and no
complaints were made. Rashad
Gober, Chair of the CSC, commented that since recycling had
gone so well this past year it
“proved to administration that we
are serious about this, [and] they
are making a concerted effort to
work with us in any way possible.”
Currently, all halls in
Andreas and Founders have
recycling centers. Hannah Sluis
oversees two practical service
workers who are responsible
for maintaining the three halls
in Andreas and Alex Whitaker
oversees four practical service
workers who maintain the nine
halls in Founders.
“I couldn’t ask for better practical service workers,” Whitaker
said. “They make my job so
easy.”
Each week these students
transport paper, plastic, alumi-

num, glass, and steel cans to their
designated recycling bins behind
the gym.
Recycling will sooner become
easier with the arrival of the new
receptacle, donated by Orange
Grove Recycling Center. It will
be installed behind Maclellan
Residence Hall.
Students will no longer need
to sort recycling and the large
receptacle will cut down on infrastructure costs as well as other
secondary costs such as small
bins located on the halls.
The receptacle can also
be painted as the CSC sees fit.
Sophomore Casey Cochran, who
leads the Visual Education focus
of the CSC, will be organizing
this effort throughout the year.
Orange Grove Recycling
Center picks up recycling from
Covenant each week and adds
it to the 5,000 tons of waste they
recycle each month.

The Undead Among Us
by Dabney Kinser
With this week's release of
the second movie in the Twilight
saga, “New Moon,” here are a
few of my thoughts on vampires.
Back in the days of Lord
Ruthven and Dracula, vampires
were confined to the role of the
villain and there were several
characteristics that made vampires easily identifiable. They
subsisted on blood (preferably
that of babies or beautiful female
virgins), they never went in the
sun, they slept in crypts, and they
could be combated with garlic,
crucifixes, wooden stakes, etc.
This is no longer the case with
your average twenty-first century
vampire. Now, vampires are
much more complex characters.
They can be the villain, hero, anti-hero, or just a normal “person.”
Vampires no longer have to prey
on humans; they have the dietary
options of animal blood, synthetic blood, or a dealer in the local
blood bank. Some vampires are
able to go out in the sun, some
of them no longer sleep, and the
usual means of killing vampires
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Stewardship Committee
ramps up recycling

Song of the week:

Yes...

to going to class,
doing the reading, and taking
tests.

Thursday, November 19, 2009

are no longer effective.
Instead, vampires grace the
pages of teenage romance fiction such as Stephanie Meyer’s
Twilight saga, or they revamp
classic literary characters like
Mr. Darcy, or they move on to
adult romance, hence All I Want
for Christmas is a Vampire. Now, everywhere you look, vampires are
there—in the movies (Underworld
1-3, Van Helsing, and the many
Dracula adaptations), TV shows
(“Trueblood,” “Moonlight,” and
“Buffy the Vampire Slayer”),
the bookshelves of Walmart
and Barnes and Noble, and
maybe even next door. Thanks
to Meyer’s new take on vampires,
anyone could be, at least superficially, a vampire.
The only requirements for
being a vampire seem to be pale
skin, sex appeal, and a good dose
of melodrama (and maybe a taste
for blood and spying on teenage
girls while they sleep). Therefore,
ye be warned—vampires are
undead and well, and taking over
the world.

Casey Cochran creates the advertisements and graphics for the
Campus Stewardship Committee.
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Book Review:

A Million Miles in a Thousand Years
by Jay Mallow
“I had determined to approach this book critically, but as I read I found myself
empathizing with Miller and being affected by his writing much as I had with his
previous works.”
In reviewing Donald Miller’s A Million
Miles in a Thousand Years, I encountered a
problem. I had determined to approach this
book critically, but as I read it I found myself
empathizing with Miller and being affected
by his writing much as I had with his previous works. With Searching for God Knows What,
Miller had thought through and espoused
many of the questions I found myself struggling with five years ago, but with A Million
Miles I found myself feeling for Miller, who
went through many of the same growing
pains I did. Now I experience being both
years removed from those initial pains and
still feeling the tension and results.
Part of the struggle of looking at Donald
Miller’s works is that they don’t fall into the
“theological” framework of “Christian books.”
They are more like personal memoirs that
occasionally make broader applications to
the Christian life. In A Million Miles, Miller
begins this particular journey while assisting
writing a script for a movie based on Blue Like
Jazz. The initial crisis comes as Miller realizes that the movie is about his life and his life
is boring.
Miller looks into the elements of what
makes a good story as he begins a process
of “editing his life into a better story.” This
motivation brings up perhaps a real criticism
of the book—that God seems ancillary to
Miller’s desire for his life to be interesting. A
sense of desire to know God and glorify him
is lacking. Now I’m not saying that Miller
doesn’t have that desire, and in fact in one
chapter Miller does talk about listening to
God and letting Him direct the story, it’s
just that the “metanarrative” (i.e. the gospel)
isn’t explicit. In that sense there is a caution I
would offer in unreservedly recommending
this book. A Million Miles is really more about
the “what” of experiencing a life unfolding as
a story and coming to the realizations of that
implication rather than the “why” and “how”
of seeing what life as a type of narration by
the ultimate storyteller entails.
Perhaps this is lacking because A Million Miles is a recent recollection for Miller. I

know that looking back at my own stories I’ve
only now begun to see the larger narrative in
each. In one sense I think the genuineness of
what Miller relates is that the metanarrative
isn’t “forced” on these stories. Rather, I believe Miller is relating what God has shown
him so far in the way He’s showed it.
Miller’s overarching point in the book is
also that God personally moves us in our personal stories. Seeing God work transforming
our character with the end of transformation
in mind is conveyed as somewhat radical and
unsettling. Claiming that pain and suffering
are critical to a good story should bring a
real pause to knee-jerk critics. Even Miller’s
somewhat dystopian conclusion, that in a
part of our stories we won’t find fulfillment
in this life, can either be viewed negatively or
seen in light of Romans 8:23-25.
I’ve come to view Donald Miller’s writing
as a generational phenomenon. A Million
Miles in a Thousand Years confirms this in
being a genuine coming-of-age book. Miller
relates the realities of growing up, taking
responsibility before God of your own life,
and deciding to live for more than your
comfort. As with other Miller books, though,
I would be cautious recommending it to a
new or immature believer. This is a story
about a Christian going through the painful
Will Wale ever trade that mic for a Grammy?
process of maturity. Also, the book presupposes a lot of “background” theology about
God and Christian living. Even to a more
mature believer I would recommend reading
John Piper’s book Don’t Waste Your Life or
DeYoung’s book Just Do Something at the same
by Austin Humbles
time as this one.
Part of Miller’s great ability as a writer
D.C. rapper Wale has always inhabited
addition, but instead questionable guest
is to communicate experiences as they are
a no-man’s-land between mainstream
spots keep the album just shy of excellence.
experienced. It can be dangerous to take a
hip-hop and its go-go derived counterpart
Gucci Mane nearly ruins the otherwise
story and draw a life theology from it. You
indigenous to the District. His five mixtapes catchy single “Pretty Girls” and Lady Gaga
wouldn’t build your theology from what your happily married tracks backed by UCB (his poorly substitutes for M.I.A. on “Chillin.’”
friend thinks God is doing in his life, but you go-go house band) with more radio-friendly Fortunately J.Cole and K’naan were also
certainly would love to hear that story and
hits like “Nike Boots.” Wale has always
included in the mixed bag of features.
try to learn what you can. Miller invites us to coolly struck a balance between the two, but
In spite of its shortcomings, Attention
hear a part of his story and tells it beautifully, his long-awaited debut album, Attention Defi- Deficit provides a satisfying listen overall.
and I believe he hopes that we learn somecit, finds him a slightly less successful arbiter. Lyrically, Wale soars above his peers, coverthing about God for ourselves in the process.
Wale faces the same problem that
ing topics ranging from bulimia (“90210”)
plagues many prolific mixtape rappers—by to his struggle with being a dark-skinned
the time they get signed and release an
African-American (“Shades”). He eschews
album, they’ve already peaked their creativ- hip-hop’s prevalent misogyny, revealing a
ity. Wale still has plenty of artistic mileage
rare interest in the female experience on
left, but not every track on Attention Deficit
“Diary,” which passionately yet sensitively
can match his previous achievements. For
recounts an ex. And the quality of the proexample, “Mirrors” is an adequate track
duction throughout vastly improves on what
with solid production and a welcome feature Wale has had to work with previously.
from Bun B of UGK. But Wale has already
Far from perfect, Attention Deficit doesn’t
recorded better songs with Bun B on his
deliver the potential promised by Wale’s
mixtapes—twice.
mixtape successes, but it will do until he
For a record intended to showcase D.C.
matures as an artist. Much like the rest of
Donald Miller will be speaking at Ridgedale Baptist Church this Saturday, November talent, local emcees are largely absent. A
rap’s so-called “Freshman Class,” Wale
21, at 7 p.m.. Tickets are $15 and will be available by calling Ridgedale Baptist at 423- guest spot by Studio43’s XO or another
isn’t quite ready to alter the course of the
499-0994 or by going online at www.ridgedalebaptist.org.
District native would have been a welcome
mainstream.

Album Review:

Wale’s Go-Go is Slow Going
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to Fall

Converge proves that they can rock us harder
than anyone else on the planet
by: Joe Dodd
American hardcore band Converge is
back with a vengeance. Their latest release,
entitled Axe to Fall, is the band’s seventh
studio album, following 2006’s No Heroes. It
features thirteen tracks with artwork by lead
vocalist Jacob Bannon. At forty-two minutes
long, Axe to Fall delivers a near unending barrage of Converge’s most accessible yet most
abrasive work yet.
Kurt Ballou, the band’s guitarist, produced the album at his studio Godcity in
Salem, Massachusetts. All but the last two
tracks sound like a seamless dive into the
murky waters of the signature Converge
sound, but with added dynamism. This is
American hardcore at its greatest; few bands
like Converge are left. Some would call this
metal music, but in its essence it is hardcore.
Hardcore takes the rhythm, speed, and
guitars of punk and blends them with heavy
distortion and vocals to match.
The opening track “Dark Horse” is the
greatest example of Converge’s sound. The
power and brutality of the track is felt from
intro to end. Drummer Ben Koller and
bassist Nate Newton lay down a driving
foundation for the song. Ballou then begins a
staccato guitar line to really pump the song
up. Vocalist Jacob Bannon’s unintelligible
scream enters. At the fifty second mark the

track pummels us with an epic breakdown.
As the feedback fades and lulls you into
the false sense that you may be able to take a
breath things pick back up. The second track
“Reap What You Sow” offers no chance to
take a break, and the pounding continues.
The difference on Axe to Fall lies in the
details. Unlike on past albums, guitarist Ballou and drummer Koller come together to
deliver a more progressive Converge album.
There are even short guitar solos, although
they never enter the realm of stock “radio
metal.”
The make-up of this album is impressive
as Converge gives us not just thirteen tracks
but an entire package meant to be heard as a
whole. The tracks stand alone, but the album
does not seem disjointed. Converge drives
hard through 42 minutes, only offering rest
and solace in the last two tracks, “Cruel
Bloom” and “Wretched World.”
What remains is for us to wonder—what
is driving this world-renowned band on Axe
to Fall? After reading lines like, “bring down
a common enemy / while pawnshop kings
and corner queens / all hawk their souls
for gold” from “Cruel Bloom” I understand
that vocalist Bannon questions consumerism and greed. This theme runs throughout
the album with lines like, “Distorted hearts
/ worshipping god currency / that is so
worthless to me” from “Effigy.” Bannon sees

Converge's abrasive sound is captured perfectly in their seventh album Axe to Fall.
the greed and distortion in society, but he
Converge has been at it since 1990. Unlike
seems to miss the hope. The album taken as “radio rock/metal,” Converge has pushed
a whole ends up dark and brooding.
and pulled their way along to come out on
Overall, Converge has delivered a devas- top. They stick to what they know, and ninetating punch with Axe to Fall. It must be their teen years later they are still the most brutal
most epic and complete album to date. This
hardcore band on the planet.
is all the more astonishing considering that

Play Review:

The Man Born To Be King
by Kate Sarafolean

their scripts on stage. The raw, unfinished
Junior Katie Jenkins’ rendition of The
edges of the production somehow don’t
Man Born To Be King is the most unpretendetract from the power of the story. The
tious and yet the most powerful show I have focus is wholly on the material, and the
seen at Covenant thus far. The production, actors are onstage for no other purpose but
only an hour long, showcases two short
to serve the story. The show is so honest
plays from Dorothy Sayers’ twelve-play cy- and uncluttered in its presentation that it
cle on the life of Jesus. However, despite its
practically slaps you in the face (in the best
short running time, the play wasn’t a breeze possible way), and makes you feel as if you
to put on. Halfway through the cast’s allot- were hearing the tremendous story of Jesus
ted rehearsal schedule, director Jenkins had Christ for the very first time. It’s heartto re-cast the show, add blocking and props wrenching.
to the set, and re-work her entire original
The play is remarkable because Sayers
idea to suit the time constraint.
recognizes that the gospel story itself is a
But her labor
recipe for wonder,
‘Sayers has written a masterful
paid off. Someso she doesn’t work
how, working
to
make it more conscript, which grabs us firmly by
within such a tight
vincing or palatable
schedule (they had our Reformed Presbyterian shoulto the audience. Her
only two weeks for ders and gives us a sound shaking.’ characterizations
rehearsals) gave
prick our minds into
the cast just long enough to do the necesseeing the disciples, Mary Magdalene, and
sary character exploration without allowing the Roman soldiers as more than an assortthe development for any time for pretension ment of cardboard cut-outs. Sayers’ sympaor melodrama.
thetic exploration of humanity shows that 21st
Above all, Jenkins’ show is staged simply. century Christians are the same as these Bible
The cast wears black and white only. Also,
characters, and she doesn’t let us get away
the scant prop selection is representative
with considering ourselves any differently.
rather than realistic, and the actors use
And yet, the story doesn’t push. There are

The Man Born to be King puts story over presentation with wonderful results. GARRETT REID
no fog machines, no Grim Reapers, no flashing red lights or megaphones aimed to scare
us into repentance. To quote the director,
“Sayers has written a masterful script, which
grabs us firmly by our Reformed Presbyterian
shoulders and gives us a sound shaking.”
She does so without any pretention,

melodrama or cultural superiority. Amen to
that. And amen to a Christian playwright
letting the drama of the gospel story speak for
itself. The Man Born To Be King is unbelievably
refreshing—you must see it.
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Take the Dinner Conversations Public
by Benjamin Scott
In Ronald Reagan’s 1989 farewell
speech he inspired the youth in America to dream of change and pursue active leadership for the good of America.
“All great change in America begins at
the dinner table,” Reagan told America.
And he was right.
Yet as a college student, I am aware
of how many of my contemporaries
across this nation see little reason to
devote themselves to the world of politics. Millions of college students around
the country would rather stay in their
comfortable safe havens of youthful
apathy than dare to engage the complex
political world surrounding them.
Many young American intellectuals are scared. Scared to engage in a
fearless way in the world of politics,
for the sake of the future of our country. A temptation for college students
is to keep the dinner conversations
merely dinner conversations. To keep
the transformative ideas and dreams
of what America could become only in
term papers and research assignments.
College students are tempted to keep
the questions they raise in classrooms
about their stake in America’s future
only to themselves, their peers, and
their professors.

Yet if transformative 40th president
Reagan was still with us today, he
would demand that we take our dreams
for America’s future and cast ourselves
into the world of politics. Reagan
himself lived this out when he dared to
take the conversations he had around
his dinner table concerning ending the
“evil empire” of the Soviet Union, and
pursued the presidency f ighting for the
freedom of those in political bondage.
We ought to learn from current
President Barack Obama who wisely
saw former president Reagan as one of
the greatest transformative presidents
of modern times. Reagan still matters.
His message still matters. His legacy
still matters. And most importantly his
optimistic spirit, his grand yet specif ic
dreams for his country still matter.
Aspiring leaders of our country can
only change America in a more responsible way when they understand that
America needs their ideas to be expressed not only in the safe comfortable
world surrounding the kitchen table,
but in the scary, complex world of local,
state, and national politics. Youth with
a vision for the future of the America,
step up. Take the risk of expressing
your ideas publicly—take the risk of
taking part in the world of politics.

Ronald Reagan challenged the youth of America to get involved in politics.

Words of encouragement from a guardian angel
by Dave Connis

world. I see what happens in your life,
I see people’s hurtful advances, and I
Young one, as an angel I have been
hear the insults and the abuse. Let me
ordered by the Most High to watch out
tell you—the Holy One sees and knows
for you. Now if you want to think of me even more than I. But young one, if
as f ictitious that’s f ine, but just rememonly you could see the light that rests
ber that I am standing right next to you on your head, a light so brilliant and
when you pick out your coffee and when so golden. Your light f its so well among
you're watching TV. I have watched
the diminishing darkness, your heart
you since your birth, which by the way
f illed with the love and power of the
I want to congratulate you for. It was
Holy One. Young one, let your head be
such a wonderful happening, an event
lifted high by the love of the Father. Do
that will always be remembered in the
you not understand that just because
history of God’s kingdom. I remember
you can’t see the dawn breaking the
when God was making you in your
night does not mean that it does not
mother’s womb. He debated what nose
take place. Do you tell the atom that it
to give you, and because he knows best
does not exist?
he of course gave you the perfect one.
Forgive my eavesdropping, but I
For me the thought of you being used by hear your discussions with the Father.
the Holy God on this earth to love the
You say you don’t know how to live
ones that need love makes me so jealright, and that you try to be in the
ous—you have such a blessed life.
Spirit. Young one, you are already in
Young one, recently I have seen
the Spirit, and you always have been.
discouragement on your face every
My best advice to you is to stop trying
night. It’s a face of sadness. While I
to be in the Spirit like you try to win a
guard your door I see you lay down at
game, and let the light of God that rests
night, so lost, so hurt by the pain of the on your head and in your soul move

Want to write for Faith or Outlook?

with in you. Young one, you f it here,
you f it in that room, don’t think for a
second that if you would have turned
left when you turned right or that you
should have ordered soup instead of
bread, because he has sent the ones to
turn right and order the soup, you are
where you are because the Holy One

has placed you where you are. "Trust
in the LORD with all your heart and
lean not on your own understanding;
in all your ways acknowledge Him, and
He will make your paths straight." You
need to be here. Do not worry, you are
not lost, you are right where the Holy
One wants you to be.

Justice Week is NOW
Covenant College
Nov. 14-21

Sponsored by the IJM Club,
Invisible Children Club, YACHT
Club, CAB, and the Campus
Stewardship Committee
Email your articles to Will Lutz and Hannah Vanbiber.
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Conservation escalation
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Campus Stewardship Committee expands
operations into food, energy conservation

by Rashad Gober
The Campus Stewardship Committee
(CSC) has been working hard this semester
in several areas regarding the conservation
of materials God has graciously given us. But
most people don't realize who the actual faces
of the CSC are. Take a minute to read about
the work that's being done and the students
responsible for doing it.
The recycling program has recently
expanded to Founders, as described in this
week's Bagpipe article by Sarah Dollar.
“It is very encouraging to watch how
quickly Founders has made recycling a part of
its daily routine,” said junior Alex Whitaker,
the recycling supervisor in Founders. “More
and more, I am amazed at the numbers we
are getting on weekly reports.”
These reports are submitted by practical
service workers every two weeks detailing the
amount of recycling, how well students seem
to be responding, and what can be done to
improve the program as a whole. Sophomore
Hannah Sluis is supervisor of recycling in Andreas Hall, the first residence hall to embrace
recycling at Covenant. Each of these supervisors is responsible for conducting research and
compiling reports and evaluations of the recycling program in their respective buildings.
Jacob Snuggs, Energy Conservation Lead
of the CSC, has been conducting research
on the various ways to reduce energy usage
at Covenant. This includes researching
what various other U.S. colleges are doing

and reporting statistics to the CSC, laying a
foundation for future programs. This research
will greatly impact how the CSC will promote
conservation of energy at Covenant next
semester.
Melanie Berg is our Food Conservation Lead. Melanie’s responsibilities include
exploring various tangible ways that food can
be conserved and stewarded on campus, such
as composting. She has been meeting with
the Food Service Committee and is currently

Runway for Africa
by Lara Berger
It is estimated that over 500 million believers worldwide do not have their
own Bible—over 200 million in Africa alone. You can help!
I own five Bibles. Five. And that’s just
I remember one day in Uganda when
me, personally, not to mention all the Bibles my team and I were going door-to-door
my family has around the house. Yet I
sharing the Word of God. We stopped at
still struggle to do my devotions every day.
the first house we saw. Here, we met some
Think about it. How many Bibles do you
beautiful women who were cleaning up
have in your room right now? How about
breakfast. I made a bold move and asked
in your parents’ house? How often have you my teammates to leave me behind and pick
considered what a blessing that is?
me up at the end of the day. That’s when I
Now shift your thoughts over to the
met Judith. She spoke hardly any English,
continents of Africa and Asia and picture
yet in our limited conversation I discovered
clinging to one page of the Bible—memoshe was Catholic, though not “born again.”
rizing it because it’s the only Scripture your I had the opportunity to help her prepare
own. Or imagine passing around a single
lunch, bathe the children and learn about
Bible between a congregation of two-hunher life. When I left, I left her my English
dred people.
Bible with a message in the front. I knew
It is estimated that over 500 million
that she couldn’t read it, but I know it will
believers worldwide do not have their own
prod her to visit the church where a friend,
Bible. Over 200 million of these are in
Pastor Henry, can read the Word to her.
Africa alone.
Judith changed the way I view evangeAfter spending some time in Uganda
lism because it’s not about the number of
this past summer I realized the enormous
converts, it is about creating trust, even if
need for the Word of God in our lives.
it’s for only two days. It’s about serving each
Unfortunately, this is the last thing people
other and in doing so sharing the Gospel.
should be lacking. The Word of God is liv- And giving away my $15 Bible was hardly
ing and active, and it changes people. Let’s
a sacrifice. As much as I loved my personal
do something about it!
Bible, I can buy one hundred more without

working to provide Fair Trade coffee from
Greyfriar’s in the Psychology Commons.
Remember those snazzy advertisements
for the World Next Door surveys in the Great
Hall in September? Casey Cochran, as Visual
Education/Advertising Lead of the CSC, is
responsible for those. She believes that the
importance of stewardship really needs to be
better promoted across campus.
Thus far, not only has Casey handcrafted
each of those advertisements, but she has also

created individual recycling labels for Founders and recycling advertisements in Andreas.
She is currently working on a large project for
the Andreas lobby. Casey uses recycled material for all of the visual aids she creates.
The Campus Stewardship Committee
meets every week, and Lauren Westerman
serves as Secretary and Treasurer. Please take
the time to thank each of these hardworking
individuals for their efforts and dedication to
stewardship.

Catwalk competition to provide Bibles
for Ugandan pastors
it really hurting my bank account. It was a
sacrifice of friendship and an opportunity
to be an instrument of God.
This Saturday, November 21, CAB will
be hosting the first ever Runway for Africa.
We have 21 contestants representing their
halls who will be strutting down the runway, showing off the latest fashions picked
out by their very own hallmates. The
categories will cover such themes as Scots
pride, modern or contemporary style, and
even Thanksgiving. Troy Wooten (our very
own Menutainment chef), Beverly Frame,
and Thomas O’Ban will be judging this
competition for the best catwalk, tackiest
clothes, best energy and more.
The entrance fee will be $1 (or bring a
Bible to donate and get in free) and 100%
of this money will go to either shipping
donated Bibles overseas or buying vernacular Bibles for pastors in Uganda. Student
Senate has agreed to match our donations
dollar for dollar. So, if an entire hall comes
they would raise $50 for Africa!
Bring your friends and your halls out
for a fun night of watching contestants act
crazy on the runway while bringing the
Word of God to every tribe one dollar at a
time. It’s in the Great Hall at 8 p.m.—be
there.

"Runway for Africa," spearheaded GARRET REID
by Lara Berger, seeks to raise funds to send
Bibles to Christians in Uganda. Coming
this Saturday night to the Great Hall.
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Hannah Matthews Sets Covenant Record
at NCCAA National Championship
Staff Writer

GARRETT REID

Men’s soccer NCCAA regional tournament play starts this Saturday, time
and location TBA. Watch the women’s tournament this Saturday at 11 a.m. at home.

Athletics in Academia

CEDARVILLE, OH—In this year’s
NCCAA National Championship race
at Cedarville University, junior Hannah
Matthews became the first Covenant
female to break the 19 minute barrier in a
5K race.
Hannah’s 18:50 race time was good
enough for 5th place overall and helped
propel the Lady Scots to an 8th place
team finish.
Tera Woods was Covenant’s second
finisher, completing the event in 43th place
at 20:25. Jamie Beckwith and Kelly Gillikin followed close behind, finishing side
by side in 60th and 61st place. Catherine
Kercher rounded out the scoring for the
ladies in 109th place with a time of 23:43.
“Each of the girls seems to have peaked
at the right time this year as they all ran a
great race today,” said cross country coach
Debby Vannoy after the event.
Covenant, with no seniors on the
women’s side, is already looking strong for
next season.

Hannah Matthews

GARRETT REID

Seniors Daniel Pick, Luke Irwin,
Enoch Elwell, and Zach McElrath ran one
last time for Covenant at the NCCAA National Championship race on November
14. “They have all been key impact runners for us and have made an outstanding
impact in our team’s finish,” said Vannoy.

by Kyle Taylor
The conversation about the proper role
of athletics in academia is not unique to our
college, but rather a widespread dilemma that
institutions of higher education are struggling
with across the country. I have been at five
institutions of higher education before coming
to Covenant (two private liberal arts schools,
one Top 25 public research institution, and
two state schools), and all five are wrestling
with this issue. There are no easy answers,
but I am excited to be at an institution where
people are candid with one another, and there
is an ongoing dialogue filled with love, mercy,
and grace where these issues can be discussed
and we can seek redemptive solutions together.
In Covenant’s Philosophy of Athletics
manual the athletics committee has correctly
identified athletics as a co-curricular activity,
not an extra-curricular activity. Athletics is
not a separate entity, but is an integral part
of the curriculum. At Covenant we are not
preparing students for the NBA, the MLB,
or the MLS. As coaches we strive to accomplish the very same goals as the faculty and
staff. We want to prepare our students for life,
and to equip them with the necessary tools
to make an impact for the Kingdom of God
here on earth.
With respect to men’s basketball, I desire
for our players to grow in their relationship
with Jesus Christ, and seek to instill in them
key concepts like servant leadership, hard
work, humility, self-control, and patience. We
recognize that these positive attributes do
not necessarily flow from athletic participation, and therefore we must be intentional in
producing these fruits. We accomplish this by
modeling these values ourselves, giving our
students opportunities (like community service) to serve and give back, taking full advan-

The Scots will be looking for all the support they can get this week as the basketball teams play their first home games.
tage of the plethora of “teachable moments”
that occur in athletics, and challenging them
to memorize and meditate on scriptures such
as Mark 10:45.
The scope of athletics is not limited to
just athletic participation and competition;
athletics impacts the College in myriad ways.
Athletics affects the academic environment,
recruitment of students, allocation of scarce
financial resources, and the overall view of
the college by outsiders.
Students who participate in athletics
should be held to the same academic standards as all other students. They should not
receive preferential treatment, nor should

they be treated as inferior. From a financial
perspective, athletics should receive the necessary resources to build and operate a highly
competitive NCAA Division III athletics
department.
To be successful in establishing a first rate
athletics program that also fulfills the mission and vision of the college, we as coaches
are going to have to be very selective in the
recruiting process. For me, when I evaluate
prospective student-athletes (PSAs), I am
looking for men that fit with our mission and
vision. If a PSA has a desire to grow and be
challenged in their relationship with Jesus
Christ, if they want to learn and be exposed

GARRETT REID

to great thinkers and faculty who approach
their discipline with a biblically-based, reformed Christian worldview, and if they are
passionate about the game of basketball, then
they will be a good fit for Covenant. If they
do not possess all of these desires, then this is
not the right place for them. As coaches, if we
recruit from this perspective, we will bring
in high-caliber men and women of God who
are able to perform well in the classroom,
represent Covenant well on the playing field,
and will also make valuable contributions to
this campus community.
Kyle Taylor is the new coach of Covenant’s men’s
basketball team.

